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The article considers the nature and extent of salt production in prehistoric Europe, in the light of recent fieldwork. The biological needs of humans and animals are described, as this might have determined the extent to which ancient communities sought out salt if they did not have access to it locally. Three main zones of production, utilising solar evaporation, briquetage, and a technique involving wooden troughs, are described; deep mining seems only to have occurred in the Austrian Alps. Lastly consideration is given to the effects of salt production within and between communities, bearing in mind the widely expressed view that in prehistory richness in salt led to richness in other goods.
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INTRODUCTION

Salt (common salt, sodium chloride) is generally recognised to have been an important, possibly a crucial, commodity in ancient times, as in modern. It is well-known that a certain intake of salt is required for human health, and also for animal health. It is also used today in a range of industrial applications, and in traditional societies for the preservation of food, for its curative properties, and for activities such as tanning. Historically and ethnographically, it also has a symbolic value in many contexts. Archaeologically speaking, the study of salt is complicated, however, because the salt itself almost never survives; it is the evidence for its production (and perhaps its movement in trade) that is found in archaeological contexts. This may take various forms, and the study of these surviving remains is usually a technological matter. Equally important for our understanding of the ancient economy is the study of its social and economic context, which is a much more difficult undertaking.

In this article I present some recent evidence for particular technologies that were in use in the eastern half of Europe, mainly in the Bronze Age (third and second millennia BC), and add some comments on their implications for the scale and impact of production in the areas concerned. The detailed evidence has already been published (Harding and Kavruk, 2013), while a more general recent consideration of ancient European salt production and its implications is also available (Harding, 2013). It is therefore not necessary to repeat much of the detailed material that was presented in those publications; instead, I will focus on issues of more general application.

SALT IN EUROPE

Opinions differ about exactly how much salt is required by humans and animals, and the extent to which it needs to be added to food to satisfy biological needs; and therefore how far people needed to import it from outside their home area. In the literature prior to recent years it is commonly stated that 6 g of salt are needed per adult per day, but in recent times as little as 1.5 g is suggested to be an acceptable minimum (Cappuccio and Capewell, 2010). That is a rather small amount, which could be acquired through a diet involving the consumption of meat and related substances; though the required amount does also depend on climate, energy expenditure, and lifestyle. Blood is an especially good source of sodium. The extent to which salt would need to be provided for animals in areas without halophyte vegetation is more uncertain (most recently Jiménez-Guillermo, 2011). The conclusion is that humans usually get the salt they need for health from their diet, provided that they are meat-eaters. A vegetarian diet makes it much harder to survive, since grains, pulses and nuts are poor in sodium. Since animal bones are so commonly found on archaeological sites, it is likely that elective vegetarianism was uncommon in ancient times.

Salt (halite) deposits are common in Europe (Fig. 1). Most countries have at least some access to salt; if not in rock form then in brine form (sea water or brine springs). Romania, Poland and Germany are especially rich in salt deposits, but many other countries have deposits that are adequate for modern needs. It is tempting to think of the ancient past in terms of the borders of modern countries, but that is very misleading. Such a process disguises the fact that substantial parts of present-day countries have no salt at all. The most notable of these cases is Hungary, but in some other countries salt is very restricted in occurrence – for instance Ireland, where a mine on the north coast at Kilroot is the only one in the country. Even France,
ANCIENT SALT PRODUCTION

In ancient times salt was produced in a number of different ways. The two best known of these are mining and evaporation of salt water (brine). Mining, in the sense of digging shafts or adits deep into the ground, is only known for certain at the great Austrian sites of Hallstatt and the Dürnberg near Hallein in Salzburg province, but quarrying (the extraction of hard rock where it outcrops on the earth’s surface, in other words a variant of mining) must also have been extensively practised. Rock salt is most obviously salt in crystalline form, but it requires grinding before it can be eaten, and only the purest deposits would be suitable for human consumption.

Evaporation of brine or sea water could be carried out in a number of ways. The most obvious, solar evaporation in salt lagoons, is still practised in Mediterranean countries today and involves little or no special technology, though it is hard to spot archaeologically. The best known archaeological source involves briquetage (the coarse ceramic used for brine boiling, referring either to elements of the furnace itself or to the pedestals that supported the evaporation trays and to the containers that held the brine; Fig. 2). This material has been known for centuries, first being identified and named in the 18th century at the great salt production sites of the Seille valley in eastern France. It is best known in Iron Age contexts, but it started in the Neolithic in eastern Romania, and was used in various parts of Europe in the Bronze Age (Germany, Britain, Poland). By the Iron Age, huge quantities of briquetage were being produced in some areas, most notably the Seille valley in Lorraine, where Marsal, Moyenvic and other places were prolific production centres; this is also the time when production around North Sea and Atlantic coasts was abundant.

A function as evaporation vessels has been suggested for apparently domestic pottery in a number of situations, starting with Chalcolithic Bulgaria and suggested for some other places, including the Wieliczka area of Little Poland. Without effective analysis of the surface or interior of the pottery it is hard to be sure about this, but certainly at Provadia in Bulgaria quantities of ceramic beside the salt source are so vast that no other explanation seems possible. In other cases one can point to sites on or beside salt sources without obvious briquetage; in such cases it has yet been devised for uniquely identifying particular sources by chemical means, in spite of various attempts. The chlorine is too abundant and too soluble for any of the simpler methods to work, and there are geological reasons why it will not be appropriate to use chlorine isotopes (all the deposits near the earth’s crust are dominated by sea water and the resulting evaporites, so will have similar values). Comparable observations were made following analyses by Bukowski in the Kraków area (Bukowski, 2003). If this is confirmed by new work, it means that archaeological inferences will represent the main, perhaps the only, way forward.

THE MAIN METHODS OF ANCIENT SALT PRODUCTION

Evaporation of brine or sea water could be carried out in a number of ways. The most obvious, solar evaporation in salt lagoons, is still practised in Mediterranean countries today and involves little or no special technology, though it is hard to spot archaeologically. The best known archaeological source involves briquetage (the coarse ceramic used for brine boiling, referring either to elements of the furnace itself or to the pedestals that supported the evaporation trays and to the containers that held the brine; Fig. 2). This material has been known for centuries, first being identified and named in the 18th century at the great salt production sites of the Seille valley in eastern France. It is best known in Iron Age contexts, but it started in the Neolithic in eastern Romania, and was used in various parts of Europe in the Bronze Age (Germany, Britain, Poland). By the Iron Age, huge quantities of briquetage were being produced in some areas, most notably the Seille valley in Lorraine, where Marsal, Moyenvic and other places were prolific production centres; this is also the time when production around North Sea and Atlantic coasts was abundant.

A function as evaporation vessels has been suggested for apparently domestic pottery in a number of situations, starting with Chalcolithic Bulgaria and suggested for some other places, including the Wieliczka area of Little Poland. Without effective analysis of the surface or interior of the pottery it is hard to be sure about this, but certainly at Provadia in Bulgaria quantities of ceramic beside the salt source are so vast that no other explanation seems possible. In other cases one can point to sites on or beside salt sources without obvious briquetage; in such cases it has yet been devised for uniquely identifying particular sources by chemical means, in spite of various attempts. The chlorine is too abundant and too soluble for any of the simpler methods to work, and there are geological reasons why it will not be appropriate to use chlorine isotopes (all the deposits near the earth’s crust are dominated by sea water and the resulting evaporites, so will have similar values). Comparable observations were made following analyses by Bukowski in the Kraków area (Bukowski, 2003). If this is confirmed by new work, it means that archaeological inferences will represent the main, perhaps the only, way forward.
instances it may be reasonable to suppose that ordinary domestic pottery was used for the purpose.

Related techniques involve throwing brine onto bonfires and collecting up the crystals as they form, or burning halophyte vegetation. Both of these methods, well-attested ethnographically, may have been used in ancient times but will be hard to spot archaeologically.

The last technique to be introduced here is what we may call the trough technique. This is only found (so far) in a restricted geographical area in eastern Europe. It is not yet fully understood, but seems to have involved the extraction of rock salt from surface quarries or shafts several metres deep, and probably also the manipulation of brine.

THE TROUGH TECHNIQUE IN EASTERN EUROPE

What I am calling the trough technique was first discovered in the early 19th century in the salt mining district of what was then northeastern Hungary, nowadays the Transcarpathian region of Ukraine, centred on modern Solotvyno (Harding and Kavruk, 2013: 194–198). Another discovery was made in the 1930s at Valea Florilor near Turda in Transylvania. It was only with recent discoveries in Transylvania, however, that the form of the objects could be identified with certainty, and methods of utilisation suggested. Radiocarbon dates indicate that all troughs dated so far originated in the Bronze Age, and may have continued in use into the Iron Age, or even later.

The troughs consist of hollowed out tree trunks, enclosed at one end (or possibly in some cases both ends), 1.5 to 3 m in length, with a row of holes perforated in the base, the holes filled with wooden pegs that were themselves perforated (Fig. 3). These latter perforations were filled with twisted cord or wooden pins. At least fourteen of these objects have now been found, on six sites, all but one of them in Romania; only one, however, has been the subject of proper archaeological investigation, Bâile Figa (Figa Spa) near Beclean in northern Transylvania. Here, excavation since 2007 has uncovered a number of these troughs, most of them fragmentary but also showing important evidence for how they might have been used. Two particularly relevant observations may be made: first, excavation in the southern part of the site produced evidence for the mounting of troughs on a stand of wooden poles, suggesting that they were raised above the level of the working surface (wherever that might have been in relation to the rock salt); second, in the central part of the site, where the first trough was originally noted in 1982, no less than four troughs were present, lying more or less in a line. This suggests that they worked together, and probably in sequence rather than in parallel, the product of one feeding into the next – whatever that product may have been.

This raises the interesting but tricky question of how the troughs functioned. Obviously liquid of some sort was intended to percolate through the perforations in the trough base. When the very first trough, from a site in present-day Ukraine, was published (Preisig, 1877), the suggestion was that water would be introduced into the trough and allowed to drip onto the surface of salt rock – indeed, the same find included a block of rock salt with conical depressions in its upper surface, believed to result from such an activity. Recent experiments conducted at the Figa site have confirmed the validity of this reconstruction (Buzea, 2010). Fresh water was channeled into a replica trough...
and allowed to drip onto a rock salt surface. Within a few hours, significant depressions were created; hammering wooden wedges into these depressions allowed chunks of rock to be broken off. This is especially important given that removing such chunks manually by hammering is extremely arduous.

On the other hand, such a procedure need not involve the use of more than one trough at a time: doing so increases quantity but not quality. This might suggest that another function was possible: the concentration of brine in order that salt crystals could be obtained more easily, whether within the troughs themselves or forming on or in some container or material beneath the troughs. No full-scale experiment has yet been conducted to demonstrate whether this is possible, but a small reconstruction has been attempted, which appears to show that the idea has some validity (Harding, 2009). If this technique were to be successful, it might be possible to imagine a sequence of troughs, one carrying brine into the next, the brine becoming more concentrated with each successive stage.

Kavruk and I have argued that this technology, whatever its precise nature, would have enabled rather large quantities of salt to be produced: much more than was possible by the briquetage technique, at least in chronological contexts prior to the Iron Age. While it is impossible to estimate actual quantities, the impression given is that the production can be called “industrial” in scale. That means that the salt produced was intended not just for consumption at home, in a domestic context, but for movement in exchange to communities removed from the place of production, perhaps significantly removed. This is something which otherwise has been considered a feature of Iron Age production, notably in the Seille valley in Lorraine, where huge quantities of briquetage have been found over many years (recent review: Olivier and Kovacik, 2006). If these notions are correct, we can take such massive production back one thousand years, to the Middle and Late Bronze Age.

THEZONESOFSALTPRODUCTION

Salt production in Europe in later prehistory can now be seen to fall into a number of production zones, in each of which a different technology predominated. Around Mediterranean shores, solar evaporation was the normal technique, using mainly coastal lagoons. This is essentially what the Roman geographer Pliny tells us of ancient Rome, referring specifically to Sicily and elsewhere (Natural History XXXI, 73); for Rome itself the coast between Ostia and Tarquinius was one of the premier production areas. Most ancient authors evidently took such production as so obvious that they say little about it; one can assume that it occurred widely, however, from the fact that it is widely present today. It is a technology that involves almost no special equipment, just a suitable area beside the sea (or other salt water source) where the action of the sun would produce salt crystals naturally.

It has been suggested that solar evaporation might have taken place around other seas, such as the Baltic (Jaanusson and Jaanusson, 1988), or the Black Sea (Ivanova, 2010), but without additional input from artificial heat sources this seems questionable.

Across most of northern Europe, the production technique that was in common use was the briquetage technique, at least in the Bronze and Iron Ages. Huge quantities of ceramic emanating from salt boiling are present in parts of France – not only Lorraine, but also Atlantic coasts; and this was the technology that formed the “Red Hills” of eastern England, using sea water (Fawn et al., 1990; Daire, 1994, 2003;hocquet, 2001; Kinory, 2012). It is known too from Germany and the Low Countries in the Iron Age, and while the number of Bronze Age briquetage sites is much lower, and the quantities much smaller, it was this technology that was in use in western Europe in the Bronze Age as well – the sites around Halle on the Saale being the best known (Matthias, 1961, 1976; Riehm, 1962), but there are increasing numbers of finds in eastern Germany and Poland (Kadrow, 2003; Kadrow and Nowak-Wlodarczak, 2003; Jockenhövel, 2012). In the Iron Age the quantities of salt produced must have been very considerable, at least in the Seille valley; in the Bronze Age, on the other hand, the volume cannot have been very large since any one container only produced 100–150 g of salt, I shall return to the implications of this below.

The third production zone was that where the trough technique, as described above, was in place. At present this technology is only known from the Carpathian Basin, and specifically Transylvania and the Transcarpathian Ukraine, but it seems unlikely that such a developed set of techniques would have been so restricted geographically if, as we believe, it was a highly effective means of producing salt. It is also currently known only from the Bronze Age – or to be more precise, all the troughs currently dated were from trees felled in the Bronze Age. At Bâlle Figa the timbers and bindings supporting one of the troughs actually date to the early medieval period, even though the trough itself was of Bronze Age date. In other words, even if no troughs were being fashioned after the Late Bronze Age, it is possible that they were reused, using the same or similar technology, centuries later.

These three production zones (Fig. 4) account for a large proportion of the salt produced in prehistoric Europe. I have not included the mines of Austria as a “zone” because their home is limited to one part of the eastern Alps, though this might disguise an importance in trade and exchange that was out of all proportion to their geographical limits.

THE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ANCIENT ECONOMY AND ANCIENT SOCIETY

It remains to consider what effect the production of salt had on the society or societies that were involved in the production. In particular it is important to know what the scale of production was, and who carried it out. Was this a small-scale operation, designed to meet local domestic needs? Or was it a big affair, producing large quantities (many kilos) of salt, more than would be needed locally and therefore intended to be moved to other communities, near and far, in exchange? Or something in between?

It is hard to answer these questions in the absence of more information on the populations undertaking the production, along with their places of residence, the artefacts they used, and their burials. Unfortunately these are issues which are extremely hard to address, not least because salt does not survive in the archaeological record, even in small traces (which might have indicated which artefacts were associated with the movement of salt, for instance). In general, one may suppose that where a settlement site is right beside a salt source, then there was a direct connection between the two; such a case is that of Lunca-Poiana Slatinei in Moldavia, where a small Neolithic tells lies immediately beside a brine well (Weller et al., 2009), or Provadia (Mirovo) in Bulgaria, where a similar situation obtains (Nikolov, 2012). Even in these instances, however, one can only speculate how many individuals took part in the operation, and for whom the product was intended. A great production site such as those at Marsal or Moyenvic must have utilised the skills and time of many people – scores or even hundreds, to judge from the massive extent of the debris created. On the other hand, most of the briquetage sites round Halle, or on the east coast of England, need only have required a few dozen people, at most.
There has also been speculation as to whether men or women, or both, undertook the labour involved. In part one can approach this topic simply through a consideration of the physical strength which would be needed to carry out the work. For the briquetage and solar evaporation techniques, there seems no particular reason why both sexes should not have been involved. While felling trees and transporting them to the site might have been male work, the production of briquetage, the building of the furnaces, and the boiling of the brine do not seem to involve particular strength. Mining and quarrying, on the other hand, is extremely hard work and might have necessitated male strength.

One recent examination was of the bones of individuals buried in the cemetery at Hallstatt (Pany and Teschler-Nicola, 2007), which found that females as well as males had well-developed muscle attachments for flexing the elbow (involved in hammering) and for lifting and carrying heavy loads. In that case, therefore, it seems that women and men in the local population (who had traditionally been considered an elite group) were involved in the production of salt. In other areas there is only circumstantial evidence to go on. For instance, at the site of Marsal “la Digue” in the Seille valley, finds of schist and lignite rings were probably part of female dress attire and indicate the presence of women in the work force involved in production (Olivier, 2010).

The wider question, however, relates to the organisation of production. Here the Romanian sites allow speculation on a more informed basis. Wood-cutters and carpenters led the way, to select timber and fashion the troughs and other installations (the troughs were the only massive items, requiring an input of time that one may put at days rather than hours). Even at the workface, carpenters were crucial, positioning the troughs on stands, fashioning and positioning channelled pieces, and building storage tanks of wattle or plank. Salt workers must have been responsible for testing the salinity of brine in tanks and determining when it was suitable for the final stage, producing salt crystals and cakes. There must have been a sizeable support force of victuallers, transporters, and other workers. Especially if, as suggested above, the troughs worked in sequence, this was a very substantial undertaking, producing relatively large quantities of salt. It seems very possible that the community undertaking this work was engaged in it for most of the snow-free year—say nine months. Of course it is also possible that the operation was conducted by part-time specialists, who also possessed animals and small-holdings in the vicinity.

It has often been supposed that the production and control of salt was what led to the richness of the graves in the cemetery at Hallstatt and other locations in this part of Austria. By the same token, Romanian scholars have tended to assume that the massive hoards of bronze found in parts of Transylvania in the Bronze Age represented the wealth acquired by communities controlling the production and trade of salt. I have considered these arguments in detail elsewhere (Harding, 2013); here I will only remark that assuming a connection of this kind brings with it a presumption that modern ideas of value also obtained in prehistory, that there was some kind of mechanism by which wealth in one commodity could be transferred to another, and that bronze wealth could somehow be shared among the community as a result of the movement of an entirely different commodity. All these are assumptions which are impossible to prove, and in some instances seem rather unlikely.

Nonetheless, it is clear that some of the production of salt in European prehistory was on a scale that dwarfs what individual households or communities would require. It must therefore have been intended for other people, in other words by trade or exchange. Seen in this light, one can certainly believe that the production of salt was an industry not much less important than that involving metal ores.
CONCLUSION

While no one can doubt that salt was a commodity of high importance in European prehistory, its significance as a substance of economic value probably varied from area to area and period to period. Especially in the Carpathian region the rich deposits of salt were intensively utilised from the Bronze Age on, with some evidence for preceding Neolithic exploitation. While we await the development of an analytical method which would enable us to detect the presence of salt from specific sources both near to and far from its origin, much can be achieved through archaeological methods involving surface survey and, in certain situations, excavation. It was little more than a lucky chance that the extraordinary wooden installations of Bâlle Figa were recognised for what they were and investigated before the area was developed; such surface prospection has yet to be conducted by archaeologists in other areas where similar geological conditions obtain.

Given the range of techniques now available for archaeological study, and for experimental reconstruction of the ancient processes of salt production, it is entirely possible that accurate estimates of production in specific places at specific times will become feasible. If that can be achieved, our understanding of the position of salt in the prehistoric economy will be put on a level that otherwise only applies in historic periods.
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